Within Leapfrog project, the general task is to design an effective and efficient
INTRODUCTION
The Leapfrog (Leadership for European Apparel Production From Research along Original Guidelines) project is a major European project aiming at a complete textile/clothes supply chain and manufacturing process redesign in order to reestablish European leadership in the textile industry.
Although the textile industry represents perhaps the oldest example of modern industrialization (the first cotton mill at Cromford, Derbyshire, UK, is usually considered the first example of a modern factory) the level of automation reached in this field of manufacturing engineering is far to be completed.
The process leading from raw materials to fabric rolls is already highly automated, on the contrary the final assembly of garments after the cutting of the fabric to the final sewing and finishing of the garment are currently performed by human workers: this is one of the main causes of the ongoing outsourcing process in the textile industry.
A holistic radically new textile/clothes production paradigm is needed. The system to be designed is a complex non linear manufacturing system: the relation between the design parameters and the constraint cannot be expressed in a closed form.
This is a typical case where the simulation of the proposed alternative design solutions is the main quantitative support for the design of the production facility [1, 3, 6, 7, 8] .
As what it is needed is a disruptively new layout of a complex mechatronic manufacturing system.
The new system is based on strong innovation of state-of-the-art solutions and new solutions:
1. Fast and automated single-ply cutting through multiple cutting heads: multiple plies cutting needs human, manually performed, separation of cut parts.
Instead of a single cutting head and multiple fabric plies we have single ply and multiple cutting heads, but we eliminate the need for human intervention 2. Fusing of all cut parts 3. Automatic robotic pick up of cut parts on the single ply cut table (see point 1) and transfer to an automatic hanging transport system 4. Automated 3D manipulation of the parts to prepare for the 3D sewing 5. Sewing process with:
-new 3-D-robot-sewing-technology and -traditional sewing technique (different automation levels) This is a key issue as sewing of the garment is currently done operating manually 2D sewing machines quite similar to the original century old Singer patent.
This system is thought as a first step toward achieving a high degree of mass customization. This relies on deploying a system that is flexible enough to lead to varied batches of mass production. This is possible through the introduction of robotic technologies in several steps of the, reshaped, production process: these technologies allow the automation of operations that were not so far possible to automate, and, on the other hand, being the robots programmable machines, it is possible to have the benefits of mass production in a very versatile easily reprogrammable environment, enabling the so called 'mass customization'.
The system is devised to overcome most of the drawbacks of the current state of the art production methods by the creation of more advanced and rather breakthrough components or by devising methodologies that totally bypass those restrictions.
A simulation tool, named GALsim (Garment Assembly Line simulator), has been developed in order to support the design and assess the technologies to be used [2, 4, 10, 11] .
The development of a new dedicated simulation tool was needed since the resource involved and the problems addressed are quite new, as GALsim has the objective of modeling a new paradigm cloth manufacturing facility. It is an innovative simulation tool for an innovative production system design.
This simulation tool, based on Delmia Quest software, is a modular and scalable event-driven object based simulator and allows realistic VR representation of whatif scenarios.
Intended use of the simulator
The simulation technology plays a key role in the solution design and in the technology assessment allowing the quantitative, and also 'visually animated' in VR, verification of the design choices and allowing to test in advance if the different proposed technologies can fit in the overall framework.
As the overall garment assembly process is being radically redesigned , there are many design variables, with a wide spectrum of new resource kinds, based on new robotics and mechatronic technologies and on new physical-chemical processes.
The new garment assembly line design is greatly helped, and perhaps made possible by the possibility of on the fly evaluation of alternative scenarios and solution frameworks based on different levels and kinds of process, and product, innovation.
A costly trial and error process can be shortened working on virtual models of the different mechatronic system alternative layouts. In summary the key objectives pursued by means of the simulator tool are:
-Validation of the garment assembly line 'holistic concept': first of all the viability of the proposed technologies and solutions must be checked roughly on the basis of their guessed characteristics (timings, capacities etc…) -Layout definition against realistic production data: after that the core choices have been done, the design specification are checked quantitatively against realistic production scenarios drawn from current state of the art manufacturing practices -Progressive development of the model adopting what-if approach: the possible design choices are evaluated in advance quantitatively against the desired performance indexes -Prediction of realistic production metrics after line deployment: assumed and defined the design parameters the future production scenarios can be checked -Validation of 'operation procedures' (how production is managed): in the varied operation condition during the life of the manufacturing facility many scenario can occur: from a scheduled maintenance to a subsystem failure. 'Operation procedures' have to be defined in order to properly manage any foreseeable occurrence. A realistic simulation model allows to test and compare in advance the operation practices. -Ergonomics and labor effort analyses: the tools allow to verify some labor efforts and to know in advance excessive requests on the workers. -Visualization of the model as a virtual reality environment: it also provides a quick 'at glance' preview of how an envisioned solution could work
It is also devised that the GALsim simulator will be used as a decision support tool in order to improve the utilization of the line [5, 7, 10, 11] .
This also needs paying a special attention to the easiness of maintenance in order to be able to evaluate in a reasonable time the different production scheduling alternatives.
GARMENT ASSEMBLY LINE
As told above the garment assembly line is conceived as a complex mechatronic system conceived in order to cope with the flexibility needs of the emerging mass customization scenario. In the figure below (fig. 1) we can show the layout of the garment assembly line as it is represented by the GALsim system.
The 'holistic' MES (Manufacturing Execution System) is conceived as a multiagent intelligent modular system.
Figure 1 -Garment Assembly Line Layout
The entities constituting the line are: -Cutting table: a digital single-ply multiple head cutting table which cut the fabric rolls in order to obtain the 'cut parts' , the pieces of fabrics which are sewed together -Fusing -Unloading of Cutting Table: it is performed by robots through particular advanced grippers -2D Automatic Sewing Machines they are dedicated to the sewing of some specific subassemblies like sleeves -Garment Assembly Cell (GAC): this cell is constituted by a reconfigurable mould, by dedicated positioning equipment -2D Manual Sewing: these are quite classical sewing machines like those currently used for most sewing operation of the cloth manufacturing cycle.
In Figure 2 is summarized the multiagent structure of the MES system. 
SIMULATION MODEL
The modeling of the system requires that we properly define the part model, the resource model and the process model. The part model is the modeling of raw materials, semi-finished, finished goods that flow through the plant.
The resource model is the modeling of machines, transport systems, buffers. The process model is the modeling of the manufacturing operations defining how operations are performed in the machines, how transportations are managed in the transport systems, how buffers are managed, in general all the rules governing the evolution of the garment assembly line.
Part Model
The part model requires that are defined the items ('parts') flowing through the line, as number and kind.
The reference finished good item considered is the formal men jacket.
The main kinds of items we have considered are: Fabric rolls, Cut parts, Formal jacket sub assemblies, and Formal jackets.
Resource Model
The resource model requires that we define the resources by which the items are transformed and moved from a place to another in the plant.
The kinds of resources include various types of machines (cutting table, loading/unloading robots, sewing robots, reconfigurable moulds, 2D sewing automated machines), human operators, transportation systems.
For any resource a number of parameters must be defined, regarding: set up/operation times; logics, capacity, etc.; input type (push/pull); output type ( push/pull ); cycle process (times of operation/operation-steps, …); setup process: set up (lot/n of pieces), timings; unloading process; part routing (depending on layout topology); MTTR, MTBF; Shifts
The statuses that can be assumed by the resources are: Idle, Busy, Blocked, Failed, Off shifts.
Process Model
The modeling of the manufacturing facility requires that the process model is defined, i.e. the definition of logic rules stating the reciprocal interaction of elements in the model.
The flow of production is simulated with an event driven approach, defined by means of resource attributes.
It is necessary to define:
• Dispatching rules: e.g., first available machine, minimum set up time, priority • Connections between the resources • Priorities
The dispatching rules and connections are between involved resources.
Simulation Outputs
As we have seen in section 1.1, GALsim, as a core design tool for a complex system that cannot be represented in closed form, allows to compare the effects of different design choices and to assess the alternative technologies (for example for the reconfigurable mould).
The reporting capabilities allow to identify: bottlenecks, responsiveness to failures, throughput, resource saturation, labor effort, queue lengths/times, work in process.
It is possible to show VR animation of garment assembly process evolution during the simulated time, updating the reports and diagrams online.
In the figures below some examples of output: two VR animation snapshot pictures, in fig 3 (left) , the line before the start of the shift of the workers at the manual sewing cells, in fig 3 (right) the line during a cut table failure; in fig. 4 (up) , an example of utilization pie chart of the cut table around a failure, in fig. 4 (down) a snapshot of a body jacket subassemblies present in the Garment Assembly Cell at a given time.
It must be noticed that the snapshots in fig. 3 are VR animation snapshots, the view point can be moved quite freely allowing to see the scenes from different perspectives, this is particularly useful when analysing ergonomics (for the workers) or mobility issues (for the robots). 
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Current version of GALsim allows to simulate production management of the overall system in the different conditions envisioned at design time and to provide an operational decision support system after the facility deployment.
A detailed mechanical simulator of the most critical activities of handling and grasping from the cutting table, of loading unloading on the transport system and of the body jacket 3D sewing will be developed. It will be integrated seamlessly with the general simulator of garment assembly line.
A new concept textile manufacturing facility design substantially reshapes the current cloth manufacturing methodologies.
The resulting multiagent holistic mechatronic production facility represents an example of complex non linear system.
A new paradigm garment assembly line design requires new resource and production management models, thus requiring a new dedicated simulation tool.
An advanced Virtual Reality simulation tool provides the necessary quantitative support for the analysis of design alternatives and for the assessment of proposed technologies.
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